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What is the 'Equity in Action Project'?
• SD57 & Ministry effort to address systemic barriers 

impacting Indigenous student achievement. A focus on 
'equity of opportunity' and a co-constructive approach is 
driving a review of practices and policies that may be 
creating obstacles for Indigenous learners in the B.C. 

• The Equity Scan defines a collective and collaborative 
decision-making process for school districts to enter into a 
genuine and meaningful self-assessment dialogue 
about the experience of education for Indigenous 
learners and to respond in strategic ways to create 
conditions for success



Context: 

Source: ”Continuing our Learning Journey: Indigenous Education in British Columbia - Learning Module 1     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-pQ_UqBwkI&t=817s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Why* Why the focus on Indigenous Education in BC?Now representing Canada’s Youngest, most diverse and fastest growing demographic. Statscan 2006 – 2016 42.5% growth. That is more than 4 times higher than non Indigenous people.  �What this means is more indigenous students in our classrooms and communities.  More opportunities for us to engage and more need for us to think about how we are engaging with Indigenous people, tools and approaches. That means there is a greater call to action to provide equitable environments for ALL students to thrive and succeed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-pQ_UqBwkI&t=817s


Context:

Source: ”Continuing our Learning Journey: Indigenous Education in British Columbia - Learning Module 1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-pQ_UqBwkI&t=817s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why mandate the Integration of Indigenous content and perspectives K-12?* We have to understand that learners need to see themselves reflected in the education system. As this population emerges, we are starting to see the re-emergence of very old ancestral tools and approaches that Indigenous peoples have been using for millenia to address many of the problems that we are hoping to resolve today with regards to teaching and learning.  It is important to understand that we can use Indigenous approaches and tools that relate to education for the benefit of ALL of our students. Quote Jo Chrona (from FNESC)*if we want our education system to respond to student needs we need to ensure that Indigenous content and perspectives are embedded throughout (not only what students are learning, but HOW we approach Education).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-pQ_UqBwkI&t=817s


Education is the Key

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Columbus / Doctrine of Discovery / The right of Providence. (Indigenous contributions completely absent from the curriculum). (Cartoons, Hollywood Movies depicting and defining Indigenous Culture)It is in the past - Not really, 1996 saw the last residential school close.  Intergenerational impacts are profound.



Foundations 
for Equity

Equity in 
Education

Human 
Rights

Social Justice

Moral 
Imperative

Truth and 
Reconciliation

Indigenous Rights

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To be on an Equity trajectory we see that a number of common conditions are present.  These value systems and priorities are “nested in one another’. *Starts with the Moral Imperative to Courageously Lead towards a more equitable society. and also a passion for the profession and its power to make change for Social Justice ) All really big societal change has been supported in large part by public education.Social Justice, Human Rights, indigenous rights and Equity in education reflect Maturing Systems and practice born out of the moral imperative to ensure that ALL students have the opportunity to learn and succeed. ***This Moral Imperative is also framed against the backdrop of some very powerful external motivating factors***UNDRIP. TRC 3. OAG – 2015 report Calling upon the Ministry to create a framework (utilizing data and highlighting promising practices to address the persistent gap between Indigenous and Non Indigenous students in British Columbia. ”” - What happens when we talk about the Elephant in the Room. ( Racism exists within individuals at various levels throughout our system)It's about finding Comfort in DiscomfortIt's about being Brave vs Safe It means we Reflect without defensiveness and fragility.



Courageous Conversations - Norms

• Stay Engaged

• Speak Your Truth

• No Fixing

• Experience Discomfort

• Take Risks

• Listen for Understanding 

• Expect and Accept Non-Closure

source: Cultures Connecting, Dr. Caprice Hollins and Ilsa Govan, adapted from the work of Singleton and Linton (2006)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we are talking about Barriers to Equity, we are talking about Race and Racism and this can be very challenging for many folks. * So, please refer to the Norms on the table here. From Cultures Connecting.  Please feel free to use this as a tool when facilitating your future conversations with your Equity Teams and Rightsholders stakeholders, etc. . Anchors: CARDS PLACED ON TABLES SO THIS IS BRIEF OVERVIEW AND NOT A 10 MINUTE NARRATIVE…stay engaged - it's important to try to stay present in the room, pay attention to when you are shutting down, discomfort and anxiety are normal parts of courageous conversationsspeak your truth - the purpose of having these conversations is to be able to speak our truths about our experiences. if not here, where? if not now, when?no fixing - it is human nature to want to fix other people’s pain and discomfort, however it is important that we let each person in the room experience their own discomfort and not fix it for them, this is part of learningExperience Discomfort - one way to think about it is: learn to become comfortable with being uncomfortable, in other words being uncomfortable is to be expectedTake Risks - the more you are willing to take risks the more you are willing to learnListen for Understanding - try to understand where a person is coming from as best you can, be careful not to compare your experiences with another person’s,ie. saying gender oppression is the same as racial oppressionExpect and accept non-closure - in our society today, we often want to feel some sense of closure, regardless of the issue, sometimes we have to circle back later or at another time to reconcile differences and other times you have to sit with non-closure 



A Belief in All Learners

• “In the education system, racism can take 
the form of educators having low 
expectations for students based on 
preconceptions or biases stemming from 
social attitudes. This is the concept of the 
racism of low expectations, and we were 
told about it in our interviews with ministry 
staff, district staff, and members of 
Aboriginal communities.” 

Page 37, Audit of the Education of Aboriginal students in the BC Public School System
Office of the Auditor General, 2015

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We must address the Belief-gap that is in place for Indigenous learners, This quote … echoed words of Indigenous communities… Evidence in our data storyThe OAG report outlines two key realities for Indigenous learners represented disproportionately; 1. the completion of Evergreen school leaving certificates. 2. the streaming of students that limit their options for post-secondary entrance and employment opportunities. Those of you familiar with the Spirals of Inquiry will know the phrase: “ensure all students cross the stage with dignity pride and options: Graduating with Dignity = A student did not have to change who they are (or at the expense of  their cultural heritage and pride) to obtain their Grade 12Graduating with Purpose = A student has discovered their passions and that they can work towards fulfilling those passions in their livesGraduating with Options = Means that they have the option to go on to Post secondary after grade 12, (or go into the workforce) ***If we lower the expectations of Indigenous Learners, they will NOT be graduating with Dignity purpose and Options***In 2016, Working along with Dr. Scott Benwell / Kaleb Child and others posed a great inquiry question: “What if we could construct a framework in order to shed further light on this situation”; What if we as educators possess the profound belief that each and every student can succeed in our presence?not changing kids, no just changing systems, we're changing ourselvesConsider the ‘Why’ in what we do 



What we mean by Equity?

As Fairness…
Removes obstacles to success such as 
family background and socio-economic 
circumstances from the educational 
experience of learners and the narratives 
of professional practice.

As Inclusion…
Ensures that all students cross our 
graduation stages with dignity, purpose 
and options.  

Ensures that nobody is left out because of 
who they are and from where they come. 

Source:  OECD. Promising Practices in Supporting Success for Indigenous Students.  August, 2017.

= Equity of Opportunity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Equitable education systems are those that are both fair and inclusive, and, as such, support students to reach their learning potential.Equity is: Treating each student as a unique learner. Indigenous learners see themselves and their culture reflected in the learning environment.All students are entitled to equitable access to learning, and the pursuit of excellence in all aspects of their education.     * BCTF, BCPSEA, Ministry of Ed Final Agreement (March 3, 2017)  Item 1 of this lengthy document “Shared Commitment to Equitable access to learning,including ambitious expectations and beliefs for each learner." Equity is NOT - ‘Accelerated Assimilation’. - Treating everyone the same/equally. (One size fits all approach)



Equity is about WHO we are as educators 
and what we commit to changing.

“What are we leading?”

• Racism of low expectations;
• Implicit bias and privilege;
• Deficit thinking and theorizing;
• One size fits all planning and organizing for learning; 
and,

• Silence in the face of all of the above.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Leaders we have to ask ourselves.  "What are we leading?" Do we have the courage to Shine a light into the Dark Corners of our Organization?You know, 5 – 10 years ago, we were talking about the needs of Indigenous students, we weren’t talking about systemic changes, we weren’t talking about the education that all learners need to engage in to come to a better understanding of Indigenous cultures and People.  As Leaders, we need to challenge ourselves to question ”the status quo” as this can serve as a barrier for Indigenous students, communities and families.



Framework for Equity
1. Create a 

District Equity 
Scanning Team

2. Conduct 
Equity Scan

3. Create 
District Equity 

Profile

4. Develop 
Theory of 
Change

5. Define Goals 
and Set Equity 
Action Plans

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Framework for Equity has 5 steps.* We are here1. Last year 2018/19 (Got comfortable with the questions)2. February - April (Scan the System)3. May (Create District Equity Profile)4. June - August (develop theory of change) 5. August/September (Submit Action Plan to Ministry and make plans for roll out in October 2021)This is an iterative Process.  Not a One year and and Done initiative. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Equity in Action Framework is a guided inquiry, designed to Accelerate Indigenous student success.This is about finding what works, who needs to do what, and doing what it takes to be successful. This is about putting forward our beliefs about systemic growth and the levers that will facilitate change. Districts that have engaged in this Guided inquiry have reported they have come toward new understandings and insights about service to Indigenous learners:* The Districts that have appeared to have the most success have used this framework in determining a desired future and created a Theory of Change for getting there. 



Conduct The Equity Scan
• Equity Scanning is about going deeply into the 

culture and norms of the district.
• Questions and rubrics are designed to be 

points of inquiry that Equity Teams work 
through.

• Will indicate areas of strength and areas of 
concern to be addressed.

2. Conduct 
Equity Scan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
*Former Districts have used various methods to scan their district (Surveys, Meetings with parents, students, Nations IN COMMUNITY, Principals, CUPE staff, Teaching staff) to get multiple perspectives. * Collective responsibility towards Equity.December - February (Scan the System)



Equity in Action: 4 Pillars

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Responding to the the Office of the Auditor General from 2015, the Ministry of Education created an Equity in Action Framework and vision to support school districts in Identifying:1. Promising Practices2. Barriers to Indigenous Successphase one = collaborations with Pilot Districts. for over a year, Developed questions, Outlined concerns. Looking at where we have been and developed a “theory of Change” about how we might get to where we need to be in British Columbia. Collaborated with FNESC, BC Superintendents Association /BCTF / BCParent Advisory Councils / BC trustees Association / Ministry of Education Learning Division staff / various Indigenous Education Advisory Councils.Original = 79 questions, 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Result = Co-creation of a powerful framework to guide the work – with Equity at the center. ---Framework with 4 Pillars of Equity: Each Pillar is connected with the othersWe can use this framework to “Hold a Mirror up to our Organization” and assess where we land in each of the 4 PillarsLearning Environment = This Pillar Looks at the Human element regarding what knowledge is being valued in our classrooms and schools.And this Pillar shines a  light on the Dark Corners in our Districts / Classrooms regarding possible educator bias as part of the learning experience.Where we ask ourselves the question, Does our District and school staff have a high degree of bias and privilege awareness?Does each learner experience high and motivating expectations for their learning and their future?Are Learners confident and do they have a sense of belonging to their classroom, school and district?Bias in curriculum. How are families and communities made to feel welcome and valued as part of the learning environment?How are families informed about the curriculum, teaching practices and graduation requirements impacting their students?What are the stories told about the schools and district at the community level?Pedagogical Core = This Pillar Looks at what is being taught in the classrooms K-12.This is where Learners are empowered to challenge themselves to succeed and recognize that their cultural background is respected through the appropriate use of resources. We are Looking for Learning experiences that are intentionally designed to promote opportunities for all learners. Are Indigenous Worldviews and Perspectives always present?Are Classrooms highly connected to families and communities?  Are there opportunities for developing skills and deepening understanding of Indigenous worldviews, perspectives and pedagogies? Are issues of implicit bias and racism raised and addressed as possibly impacting the nature of instruction, assessment and learning for Indigenous Students? Is there practice and decision-making that demonstrates a value shift from equality to equity?How are Aboriginal Worldviews and Perspectives incorporated into the daily experience of Learners?Are issues of implicit bias and racism raised and addressed as possibly impacting the nature of Instruction, assessment and learning for Indigenous learners?What opportunities are there for students, families, and communities to learn about and give feedback on effective instruction, curriculum, and resources that are used in the classroom?Policy and Governance in school districts impact on results for Indigenous learners. Here we ask ourselves, WHO is responsible for the decision making in the District to ensure that the conditions for  equity are in place for Indigenous learners?Are these Policy and Governance structures known and supported by all partners?. Do Policy and Governance structures routinely focus attention on and review EQUITY in the district?Does the district have in place policy or agreements that reflect a dedication to equity in budgets, employment/hiring and specific service to Indigenous learners.Does your district have an Indigenous parent, family and community engagement policy or strategy? Does your district have specific policy related to access to Indigenous language and cultural programs?Learning Profile Pillar:Here we look at the Data / and how it relates to Individual students and groups of students. Are multiple points of data considered when assessing the abilities and learning needs of Indigenous learners?  (eg. Ministry, district, school and classroom assessments considered together)?. – Is there a HIGH DEGREE of ADVOCACY for Indigenous learners, and is there evidence of empowering systems of belief in the abilities of Indigenous Students?Equity Districts found that Up to date profiles direct resourcing and interventions in time to make a difference. Anecdotally, how would you describe the achievement profile for Indigenous learners and are student achievement results improving?Are multiple points of data considered when assessing the abilities and learning needs of Indigenous learners. Eg. Are Ministry, district, school and classroom assessments considered togetherWhat systems are in place for keeping track of achievement for Indigenous learners and how is the responsibility for responding understood?



District Equity Profile
• The main work of Equity Teams.
• The result of broad and meaningful 

consultation and inquiry.
• A “Makes Sense” inventory of where we are.
• Sets the stage for Action Plan and areas of 

growth.

3. Create 
District Equity 

Profile

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The result from working through the Guided Inquiry and Workbook Questions and Rubric is an accurate assessment of your District Equity Profile.  May/June (Create District Equity Profile)



Theory of Change
• Articulate what findings have emerged 

through this scanning process that will 
contribute to growth and progress in your 
district.

• A statement of intentional strategies, actions 
and goals identified for action to address 
systemic barriers that may exist.

4. Develop 
Theory of 
Change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
June – Sept (develop theory of change) 



Equity Action Plan
• The final expression of Equity Scan.
• Makes a commitment to growth and change.
• Is an honest and courageous document that is 

accessible to all partners.
• Addresses the inputs gathered during 

scanning.

5. Define Goals 
and Set Equity 
Action Plans

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
June (Submit Action Plan to Ministry and make plans for roll out in September 2020)



Student Learning Profile Sample

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As close to real time as possible information about student learning.PEN level record of the educational experience of learners.Names of students that are included in your 6-Year Completion count that have not graduated.FSA profile of the district that can be used for resourcing.Used in conjunction with classroom and district assessments.



3 Big Ingredients for Success

1. Commitment to Social Justice as a local 
priority.

2. Understanding of Allyship and appropriate 
Responsibilities and Roles.

3. Equity Savvy.

Social Justice Allyship Equity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Seeing systems of power.As you will see or have seen in our keynote…What do people have to do to navigate and survive our processes?Education is in the interest and is the concern of everyone.



Pitfalls to Watch for

• Equity in Action is Ongoing
• Process is important 
• Beware of “Status Quo” Thinking

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This should not be viewed as a Final Project at the end of this year, but an ongoing process.Make the time to value the process and listen to all rightsholders/stakeholders. Book the meeting times and make clear timelines throughout the year. This is not “The latest thing from the Ministry”, soon to be replaced with Career Ed, or some other learning initiative. Status Quo thinking is what was identified as a barrier leading to the persistent gap in Indigenous Grad Rates in the 2015 report from the Office of the Auditor General.



Indigenous Education
SD57 Prince George

pspooner@sd57.bc.ca
jpighin@sd57.bc.ca
sbenoit@sd57.bc.ca

mailto:pspooner@sd57.bc.ca
mailto:jpighin@sd57.bc.ca
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